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From our president

no club meeting in April, we will try our hand at
an online Zoom meeting on Monday, May 18.
Watch for an email on the 16th with an invitation
and some simple instructions.
By mid-June some of the restaurants in town
will probably be open for business, but size
restrictions on gatherings may still be in effect,
and even if Willy's is fully open by then, many
By Greg Williams
of our members may still feel uncomfortable
From the top of Mount Pisgah, there is no
sign of a pandemic. Traffic moves up and down meeting in groups. The annual July picnic
usually attracts as many as a hundred people,
the interstate, the Coast Fork wanders along,
and a gathering of that size may
spring crops decorate
not be possible this summer.
the valley in a
We will try our hand at an
The board will run a quick
checkerboard of
online Zoom meeting May survey in early June to learn the
greens, and a spell of
preferences of the membership
fine weather reminds
18. Watch for an email
concerning both meetings.
us the world is still
As for upcoming outings, a
invitation on the 16th.
out there. In fact, it's
June
town run is highly
a wonder how the
unlikely. The Deschutes River
planet has responded so favorably and so
outing
has
been
rescheduled tentatively for June
quickly to the diminution of human activity.
Earth abides. Safe at home, I have rediscovered 16-19 at Warm Springs. It's unlikely the
campground at Mecca Flat will be open earlier
jigsaw puzzles, become reacquainted with my
than that, and further into the summer the heat
guitar, pulled weeds, cleaned closets, and
on the Deschutes becomes oppressive. Terry
organized cupboards. It's not as if I don't have
Willis, Al Eckerdt and I had a socially distant
things to do. I have filled fly boxes, baked
coffee klatch on my patio last Friday to make
cookies, washed windows, read books, and
tentative plans. An information sheet will be
binged on bad TV.
distributed soon. If the camping prohibition
Some of us have been on the water in ones
extends into mid-June, the trip will be reand twos, while others have chosen to stay at
home. Either way, we are all eager to reclaim our rescheduled for October. In July, Clint Brumitt
active lives. This month we move cautiously in will lead a new club outing for some bass fishing
that direction, as Governor Brown gradually lifts at Cottonwood Canyon on the John Day River.
social restrictions across the state. After having Of course, that trip also depends on the lifting of

Looking ahead
as Earth abides
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camping restrictions. And finally, for now, we
have an invitation from the Rogue Flyfishers to
join them for an outing at East Lake in mid-July.
This event seems ill-fated for 2020, but a
collaborative outing with the Medford group is
an appealing idea that will certainly come up
again. Consult Clint for more information.
For someone with my basic level of kinetic
energy, the stay-at-home order has been a

Our May 18 program
will be in full Zoom
Peter Patricelli, longtime member,
past president and past newsletter editor, will
join us in a Zoom meeting May 18 to
introduce and comment
on a great and timely
video, The Manzanar
Fishing Club. This is the
story of a unique group
of Japanese-Americans,
interned during WW II,
who loved to fish, and
their amazing and
inspiring solution to
being isolated and
confined with no outside
social contact.
Sound familiar? Six-foot social
distancing, stay in place, house confinement,
avoid outside contact. The Covid -19 Virus
Fishing Club: A unique group of frustrated,
confused, confined, isolated, and socially
deprived McKenzie Flyfishers.
The Manzanar Fishing Club is an
inspiring documentary on the power of
imagination and ingenuity during scary,
stressful and confusing times.
Peter Patricelli, Bob Bumstead, and
possibly other club members have spouses or
family members who were interned during
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maddening burden. I have been restless, irritable
and discontented. However, a little perspective
goes a long way. We are presently still healthy
and financially secure, and our children are safe
and still employed as well. With so many others
suffering desperately, how can I justify feeling
anything other than gratitude?

WW II. All have comprehensive knowledge
of this stressful time in American history.
Included will be a surprise visit from
TRUMP! (No, not The Donald.)
Trump Doyle is the pen name of Peter
Petricelli. Besides being a McKenzie
Flyfishers past president, Peter served as the
editor and contributor to our newsletter for
several years. His entertaining
writing style, humor and creativity
are a highlight in our club history.
His story “The Lesson” is a
masterpiece chronicling a fatherson relationship, a misplaced fly
rod, and the right of passage.
Published originally in our
newsletter, it was featured in
Grays Sporting Journal, a
nationally syndicated quarterly
magazine. Search it out – all you
fathers — it’s worth reading.
Peter has returned, after a long absence,
he’s joined in our Google Group
commentary and will join us for our May
program.
A retired physician, Pete has become a
world-traveling, first-class “fishing bum,”
popular guest speaker, and fly-fishing
photographer and author.
Welcome back, Pete.
— Bill Laing
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Tying Michael T’s
famous Percolator
By Michael T Williams
Dressing:
• Hook: TMC 200R or similar, size 4-12
• Thread: UNI Fire Orange, 3/0 for size 4 &
6; 6/0 for size 6, 8, 10,12
• Tail: moose body hair, dark and sparse
• Body: peacock hurl
• Palmer hackle: brown saddle one size
small
• Ribbing: copper wire
• Wing: moose body hair dark and sparse
•Collar hackle: grizzly saddle,
two sizes small

Tying procedure:
One of the great joys in fly
tying, in my opinion, is,
“There are no rules!”
Therefore, the following
procedures are not meant as
“the way,” rather as “a way.”
With de-barbed hook in
vise, start thread at hook eye
and spiral tight wraps back to
part way down the hook bend.
Build a small “bump” of
thread here that will assist in
securing the tail.
Select, clean and stack a sparse bundle
of dark moose body hair, measuring and
trimming bundle for approximately 2/3
shank length. Tie in at forward edge of
“bump” so that approximately 1/3 of hair
length comprises the tail — the butts
extending forward, soon to be affixed to the
shank.
Grasping tail tips in off hand, wind tight
thread wraps back and over the “bump,”
thus creating a stable and secure tail.
To secure the resultant flared hair atop
the shank, begin by making loose, gathering
thread wraps, winding toward the eye. With
the hair bundle now tethered, make tight
wraps back to the base of the tail, returning
McKenzie Flyfishers
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forward over the bundle and back again to
the base of the tail.
At the base of the tail, tie in a 4-inch
strand of copper wire and several peacock
hurls. Move thread to front of hair bundle.
Wind peacock hurl forward to waiting
thread, tie off and clip excess hurl.
Select brown saddle hackle, one size
small, and tie in at front of peacock hurl
body. Palmer hackle to rear of hook in firm
open spirals to waiting wire. (six wraps for
a size 8 hook). Capturing hackle stem with
firm wrap of wire and using firm tension
plus a wavering stroke, wind copper wire
over and through the hackle, effectively
securing body and hackle. Tie off and clip
wire; bind down
wire tag with
thread.
Select, clean and
stack a sparse
moose body hair
wing. Measure
wing to
approximately 3/4
shank length — the
wing typically
extending to the
bend of the hook.
Tie in wing adjacent
to front of body and build a level thread
base to wind the collar hackle.
Select grizzly saddle hackle,
approximately two sizes small, and tie in at
base of wing. Move thread to hook eye.
Cement the thread between base of wing
and hook eye. Wind collar hackle into wet
cement, leaving space between wraps. Tie
off at hook eye. Cement the thread head.
I have found this procedure to produce
flies that are nearly indestructible: “bullet
proof.”
This dressing is for the “standard
version.” Of course, numerous variations
are possible.
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The Foldatrout
Starting to feel the effects of social
distancing? Run out of reading material?
May I suggest that you log in to the
McKenzie Flyfishers website and read some
of the past issues our newsletter. I suggest
the issues from 1969 to 1977 and those
from when Pete Patricelli was editor as he
wrote great short stories under the alias of
Trump Doyle. Following is a Newsletter
piece from 1977.
— Bob Bumstead

Those members in attendance at the
February meeting might have noticed a
peculiar crease in the behemoth that one
of our long-time members was holding
aloft in the photographic slide from the
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recent Davis Lake outing. The noticeable
crease was, of course, an obvious defect
that detracted from the overall effect of
the early inflatable trophy trout models.
All that should be a problem of the
past according to Foldatrout Incorporated.
They claim their new inflatable trophy
trout not only will have no crease lines
whatsoever, but that the inflating nipple,
which some anglers considered
objectionable on their earlier models, has
now been cleverly disguised as an
adipose fin. Their new replica will pass
even close visual inspection.
When not inflated, the pseudotrout
folds flat and can be easily secreted on
your person or in your boat. Your fellow
anglers will never again have to know
when you’ve been skunked.

2020 OUTINGS SCHEDULE
*The East Lake outing in July is an invitation from the Rogue FF to join them and the
Southern Oregon FF at East Lake. We are listing it as a “voluntary” outing rather than an
organized club outing with a fishmaster. See Clint if interested.
DATE
June
June 16-19
July 13-15
July 15-22
Aug. 14-16
Aug 21-23
Sept. 25-27
Oct. 2-4
October

LOCATION
Town Run (unlikely)
Deschutes River (tentative)
Cottonwood Campground
John Day (“A strong I hope so,” says Clint)
*East Lake (with RFF and
SOFF) volunteer basis only
Diamond Lake (group meal Aug. 15 only)
Crane Prairie Reservoir
Gold Lake (Death to Char)
Kalama Cup (North Umpqua steelhead)
Town Run (TBD, if not held in June)

FISHMASTER
Gary McKenney
Greg Williams
Clint Brumitt
None
Jim Rhoten
Tom Fauria/Phil Johnson
Board of Directors
Ted Taylor

Possible additional outing locations include the very fishable and scenic North Fork of the
Middle Fork of the Willamette.

McKenzie Flyfishers
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The impossibility
of the dead drift
By Nigel Juby of New Zealand
(thanks to his Oregon friend Jeff
Grass of MFF)

I don't really have much of an
online fishing life. I haven't
looked at Facebook for months,
no forums, fish porn, Instagram,
etc. But the one online resource I
keep regular tabs on is the blogger
Dominic Swentoski with his Troutbitten
series. Dominic has a great ability to
illustrate concepts that are obvious once
pointed out. Also, being a non--competition
angler who still likes to catch a lot of fish,
his methods and approach align well with
my own. Recently, I read a post about dead
drifting nymphs that I completely agree
with. I'd go further than Dominic does and
argue that sustained dead drifts while
maintaining contact is actually impossible.
The reason is simple, surface water moves
faster than water, close to the bottom of a
stream. Since our line must pass through
the faster surface currents, and we
generally want our flies close to the
riverbed, nymphs will be pulled along
unnaturally quickly, even if we manage to
keep them in the same current seam. Add a
big indicator on the surface and they will
move even faster.
The only way to completely avoid this
issue, at least momentarily, is to have slack
line between the surface and our nymphs.
However, do this and you have no contact
at all — you won't detect takes.
Whether indicator or tight line nymphing, I
like to see the current "overtaking" my
indicator or sighter. But even in this
situation, although the nymphs are slowing
the drift off the indicator, the surface
current is still pulling nymphs faster than
the (almost dead) water near the bottom.
McKenzie Flyfishers
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This is particularly pronounced when
winter fishing when your nymphs really do
have to be bouncing the riverbed.
So: having established that a sustained
completely dead drift is impossible,
what can we do to minimize the
effect of surface currents on our
nymphs?
1. Reduce surface drag with
smaller indicators, slack line casts
and thinner leaders.
2. Reduce current discrepancies by
fishing shallower nymphs and
staying within one seam.
3. Don't pull flies — if Euro nymphing,
keep contact but don't pull flies more than
you need; if conventional nymphing, slack
line casts win. Cast short, no mending,
heavy flies.
Just small things, but understanding
issues like this does translate into more
fish.
For those of you locked down, I
recommend that you check out the
Troutbitten blog at troutbitten.com and
search for “dead drift.”
Nigel’s nymph
This is a little embarrassing. My
favorite nymph is the perdigon nymph. It is
versatile. It can be tied as a mayfly, midge,
or a stick or horned caddis imitation. It is
fast and easy to tie with minimal
ingredients. It sinks like the lump of
tungsten that it basically is. Fish love it.
Why embarrassing? I made the YouTube
clip that I've linked to (see next page). I like
the way that I tie them.
Vary everything. I tie most with black
thread and an orange hot spot. But I tie others
with different colored thread or use
holographic tinsel (favorite is blue or purple)
instead of thread for the body. I even add
rubber legs when I'm not in a hurry.
If I had to choose two nymphs to fish
everywhere, I'd pick a perdigon nymph and a
squirmy wormy.
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Here is the link to tying the perdigon nymph:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=hdjKQIbxavw&feature=youtu.be
Nigel Juby is a member and former
president of the Hamilton Anglers Club in
New Zealand, and fly fishes as skillfully and
as often as we would all like to do. These two
short pieces appeared originally in the HAC
newsletter. Besides fishing, Nigel established
Ova-Achievers Ltd. in 2007. According to the
Ova-Achievers website: “With over 15 years of
Embryo Transfer experience, Nigel is New

2020 board and
committees
President: Greg Williams
President elect: Carolyn Mason
Secretary: Bob Howell
Treasurer: Mark Campbell
At-large board: Dick Barnhart, Tom Fauria,
Peggy Roga, Dave Thomas, Phil Johnson
Auction: (chair open) Peggy Roga, Jim
Rhoten, Dick Barnhart

Our club’s
Life Members
• Jim Boyd
• Bob Bumstead
• Jim Dougher

•
•
•
•
•
•

A perdigon nymph variation in the video

Zealand’s busiest ET operator. When he
doesn’t have his arm in a cow, Nigel has his
legs in a river.”

Website: Liz Yocom
Membership: Dick Barnhart (head), Steve
Hackett (host), Peggy Roga (host)
Newsletter: Ted Taylor
Outings: Clint Brumitt
Library: Carolyn Mason
Holiday party: Tom Fauria
Annual picnic: Jeff DeVore
Conservation: Arlen Thomason
Education: Tim Knerr, Clint Brumitt
FFI rep.: Terry Willis
Programs: Al Eckerdt (head), Mark
Campbell, Scott Halpert, Bill Laing, Mike
Starr, Mike Brinkley

Skip Hosfield
Bill Laing
Hal Legard
Glen Love
Frank Moore
Peter Patricelli

• Bob Rasmussen
• Mike Starr
• Dave Thomas

INVITATION TO JOIN
You do not have to be an expert fly fisher to join the McKenzie Flyfishers. Our monthly meetings
are an excellent opportunity to meet other area anglers, to have the best of regional experts on
subjects dear to the hearts of fly fishers — and our outings and classes are wonderful ways to hone
skills and lead local waters first-hand. Interested? Just curious? Contact Dick Barnhart, (541)
501-1774.
McKenzie Flyfishers
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